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Abstract: We give predictions of J/ψ and ψ(2S) yields and polarizations in prompt
production at hadron colliders based on non-relativistic QCD factorization formula. We
calculate short-distance coefficients of all important color-octet intermediate channels as
well as color-singlet channels up to O(α4S), i.e. next-to-leading order in αS . For prompt
J/ψ production, we also take into account feeddown contributions from χcJ(J=0,1,2) and
ψ(2S) decays. Color-singlet long-distance matrix elements (LDMEs) are estimated by
using potential model, and color-octet LDMEs are extracted by fitting the Tevatron yield
data only. The predictions are satisfactory for both yields and polarizations of prompt J/ψ
and prompt ψ(2S) production at the Tevatron and the LHC. In particular, we find our
predictions for polarizations of prompt J/ψ production have only a little difference from
our previous predictions for polarizations of direct J/ψ production.
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1 Introduction
Heavy quarkonium physics provides an ideal laboratory to study QCD at the interplay
between perturbative and non-perturbative domains. Because of the large samples of J/ψ
and ψ(2S) accumulated at the LHC, it is an opportune moment to study the quarkonium
production mechanism. To this end, understanding the polarization of produced quarko-
nium is an attractive and important issue [1, 2].
At the Tevatron, the polarization observable λθ (or α) for both of prompt J/ψ and
prompt ψ(2S) in their helicity frame measured by CDF Collaboration [3] are close to 0,
which are in contradiction with the prediction of transverse polarization at the leading
order (LO) in non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [4]. In the past a few years, three groups [5–
7] reported their independent analyzes of J/ψ polarizations at the next-to-leading order
(NLO) level in αS . Although the short-distance coefficients (SDCs) are consistent with each
other, the three groups give three different versions for the polarization prediction because
different treatments are used in the extractions of non-perturbative color-octet (CO) long-
distance matrix elements (LDMEs). Specifically, both ref. [5] and ref. [7] claim that the
NLO NRQCD will necessarily give a transversely polarized prediction for prompt J/ψ
production; while the work by some of the present authors [6] give a possible explanation
for the J/ψ polarization issue by finding that the transversely polarized contributions from
3
S
[8]
1 and
3
P
[8]
J channels cancel each other. A similar cancelation between
3
S
[8]
1 and
3
P
[8]
J
channels for yield was also found earlier in ref. [8]. The consequence of these cancelations
is that the
1
S
[8]
0 channel will dominate, which results in an unpolarized prediction. Note
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that, the crucial point to get these cancelations is the introduction of a relatively large pT
cutoff for data in the lower pT region.
In the high pT region, however, large logarithms like ln(p
2
T /m
2
c) may ruin the conver-
gence of perturbative expansion, thus resummation of these large logarithmic terms are
needed. This can be done by using DGLAP evolution equations to resum terms in the
leading power in 1/pT expansion, and using double parton evolution equations derived in
ref. [9] to resum terms in the next-to-leading power in 1/pT expansion. The first goal is
achieved recently [10]. By combining the NLO NRQCD result with the leading power re-
summation, authors in ref. [10] find that contributions from
3
S
[8]
1 and
3
P
[8]
J channels should
be almost canceled with each other and the produced J/ψ is almost unpolarized, which
is similar to our conclusion in ref. [6]. This is encouraging because it implies that the
qualitative results in the NLO NRQCD calculation are not changed by resummation.
Based on the NLO NRQCD calculation, a data-driven method is employed in ref. [11]
to fit CO LDMEs. By investigating the behavior of χ2/d.o.f. for different pT cutoff, the
authors push the pT cutoff for ψ(2S) to even larger values, say, about 12 GeV. Then they
found that the ψ(2S) production is dominated by the
1
S
[8]
0 channel and the polarization
data of ψ(2S) production can be explained, which is similar to the explanation of J/ψ
polarization in refs. [6, 10]. Therefore, it seems possible that the polarizations of J/ψ and
ψ(2S) can be explained in a unified way.
However, in ref. [6], as well as in refs. [5, 10], only the direct J/ψ production con-
tribution is considered. An estimation of the impact of feeddown contributions to J/ψ
polarization is given in ref. [12], where it was pointed out that the feeddown contributions
should not change the polarization result too much. Yet, to be precise, it should be better
to include the feeddown contributions rigorously since they may contribute a substantial
amount of prompt J/ψ production. Hence, the purpose of the present article is to do a com-
prehensive analysis for prompt J/ψ production by including the feeddown contributions
from χcJ and ψ(2S) decays. Meantime, we also give predictions of yields and polarizations
for prompt ψ(2S).
The remaining context is organized as follows. We first fix our strategy for estimating
the LDMEs in section 2, and then give our predictions for the yields and polarizations of
ψ(2S) and J/ψ in the next two sections. A summary will be given in the last section.
2 Strategy for estimating LDMEs
2.1 General setup
Before going ahead, we first list some details that are used in this article. The helicity-
summed yields are calculated following the way mentioned in refs. [8, 13, 14], while the
method of the polarisation is described in refs. [6, 15, 16].
Cross section for a quarkonium Q production in pp collision can be expressed as [4]
σ(pp→ Q+X) =
∑
n
σˆ(pp→ QQ¯[n] +X)× 〈OQ(n)〉, (2.1)
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J/ψ ψ(2S) χc0 χc1 χc2
3.097 3.686 3.415 3.511 3.556
Table 1. Physical masses (in unit of GeV) of various charmonia [18].
decay channel branching ratio (×10−2)
J/ψ → µ+µ− 5.93
ψ(2S)→ µ+µ− 0.75
ψ(2S)→ J/ψ +X 57.4
ψ(2S)→ J/ψpi+pi− 34.0
ψ(2S)→ χc0 + γ 9.84
ψ(2S)→ χc1 + γ 9.3
ψ(2S)→ χc2 + γ 8.76
χc0 → J/ψ + γ 1.28
χc1 → J/ψ + γ 36.0
χc2 → J/ψ + γ 20.0
Table 2. Branching ratios of various decay processes involved in this article [18].
where σˆ(pp→ QQ¯[n]+X) are SDCs for producing a heavy quark pair QQ¯ with the quantum
number n, and 〈OQ(n)〉 is a LDME for Q. SDCs can be computed in perturbative QCD as
σˆ(pp→ QQ¯[n] +X) =
∑
a,b
∫
dx1dx2dLIPSfa/p(x1)fb/p(x2)
×|M(ab→ QQ¯[n] +X)|2, (2.2)
where the symbols a and b represent all possible partons, x1 and x2 are light-cone momen-
tum fractions, dLIPS is the lorentz-invariant phase space measure, and fa/p(x1) and fb/p(x2)
are parton distribution functions (PDFs) for partons a and b in the initial colliding protons.
In this article, we have included all important cc¯ Fock states,
3
S
[1]
1 ,
1
S
[8]
0 ,
3
S
[8]
1 and
3
P
[8]
J
for J/ψ and ψ(2S),
3
S
[8]
1 and
3
P
[1]
J for χcJ . All corresponding SDCs are calculated up to
O(α4S), i.e. NLO in αS . We use CTEQ6M [17] as our default PDF. The mass of charm
quark is fixed to be mc = 1.5GeV, and an analysis of uncertainties from choosing charm
quark mass can be found in ref. [8]. The renormalization and factorization scales are
µR = µF =
√
(2mc)2 + p2T , while the NRQCD scale is µΛ = mc. Since cross sections of
charmonia are decreasing with high powers of their pT , we should consider the pT spectrum
shiftting in the decay of Q1 → Q0 + X approximately by pQ0T =
MQ0
MQ1
pQ1T [8], where MQ0
and MQ1 are physical masses for quarkonia Q0 and Q1 respectively. Masses of relevant
charmonia in our article are shown in table 1. Table 2 gives the branching ratios for various
decay processes involved in this article.
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p
ψ(2S)
T cut (GeV) M
ψ(2S)
0,r0
(×10−2GeV3) Mψ(2S)1,r1 (×10−2GeV3) χ2/d.o.f
5 1.3754± 0.118931 0.159987± 0.0117348 37.2068/16 = 2.32542
6 1.93677± 0.17044 0.128511± 0.0135506 14.0112/14 = 1.0008
7 2.23162± 0.23115 0.109918± 0.0155178 7.21501/12 = 0.601251
8 2.253154± 0.301835 0.100531± 0.0175978 5.46679/10 = 0.546679
9 2.7258± 0.401123 0.0932409± 0.0201979 4.92587/8 = 0.615734
10 3.23067± 0.58727 0.0763209± 0.0247166 3.37617/6 = 0.562696
11 3.81594± 0.784395 0.0585894± 0.0293102 2.10933/5 = 0.421866
12 3.67631± 1.00394 0.0625013± 0.0341653 2.05968/4 = 0.514919
13 3.48695± 1.30212 0.0673741± 0.0402811 2.00752/3 = 0.669175
14 3.02071± 1.7219 0.0784274± 0.0483324 1.83628/2 = 0.918141
15 1.04558± 2.34914 0.121791± 0.0597233 0.308538/1 = 0.308538
Table 3. The values of M
ψ(2S)
0,r0
and M
ψ(2S)
1,r1
by fitting the CDF data [26] with different pT cut, where
r0 = 3.9, r1 = −0.56.
The polarisation observable λθ for J/ψ(ψ(2S)) is defined as [19, 20]
λθ =
dσ11 − dσ00
dσ11 + dσ00
, (2.3)
where dσij(i, j = 0,±1) is the ij component in the spin density matrix formula for
J/ψ(ψ(2S)). The full spin correlation of χcJ ’s spin density matrix element and J/ψ’s
spin density matrix element including E1, M2 and E3 transitions has been explored in
eq. (C4) of ref. [12]. We use the normalized M2 amplitude aJ=12 = −6.26 × 10−2 for
χc1 → J/ψ + γ, and the normalized M2 and E3 amplitudes aJ=22 = −9.3 × 10−2 and
aJ=23 = 0 for χc2 → J/ψ + γ, which are measured by CLEO collaboration [21]. From the
eq. (C4) of ref. [12], we notice that the λθ is squared-amplitude dependent. Hence, these
extra spin-flip effects due to M2 and E3 transitions are negligible. We still keep it here
since no extra effort is needed.
2.2 LDMEs estimation
Because of spin symmetry, LDMEs 〈OχcJ (3S[8]1 )〉 and 〈OχcJ (3P [1]J )〉 for χcJ have the relation
〈OχcJ (3S[8]1 )〉 = (2J + 1)〈Oχc0(3S[8]1 )〉, (2.4)
〈OχcJ (3P [1]J )〉 = (2J + 1)〈Oχc0(
3
P
[1]
0 )〉. (2.5)
Color-singlet LDME 〈Oχc0(3P [1]0 )〉 can be estimated by the derivation of wavefunction at
origin R′(0) via
〈Oχc0(3P [1]0 )〉 = 2Nc
3
4pi
|R′(0)|2, (2.6)
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where |R′(0)|2 = 0.075 GeV5 is calculated in ref. [22] by using potential model. The
remaining CO LDME 〈Oχc0(3S[8]1 )〉 should be estimated by fitting experimental data. In
ref. [14], we used pT spectrum of σχc2→J/ψγ/σχc1→J/ψγ measured by CDF [23] in our fitting
procedure, and we got
〈Oχc0(3S[8]1 )〉 = (2.2+0.48−0.32)× 10−3GeV3, (2.7)
which is consistent with later studies [7, 16, 24]. Moreover, we want to emphasize that this
value is insensitive to pT cutoff in our fit, especially when pT > 7GeV.
Similarly, CS LDMEs for J/ψ and ψ(2S) can also be estimated by potential model [22],
〈OJ/ψ(3S[1]1 )〉 = 2Nc
3
4pi
|RJ/ψ(0)|2 = 1.16 GeV3, (2.8)
〈Oψ(2S)(3S[1]1 )〉 = 2Nc
3
4pi
|Rψ(2S)(0)|2 = 0.76 GeV3, (2.9)
although their precise values are in fact irrelevant in our analysis because their correspond-
ing SDCs are too small in our interested pT regime. The determination of three unknown
CO LDMEs for J/ψ(ψ(2S)) is more complicated and involved. Based on our previous
studies [6, 8, 13], we summarize the following facts:
• In the regime pT > 4mc, the short-distance coefficient of P-wave CO Fock state 3P [8]J
can be nicely decomposed into a linear combination of the short-distance coefficients
of
1
S
[8]
0 and
3
S
[8]
1 ,
dσˆ(
3
P
[8]
J ) = r0
dσˆ(
1
S
[8]
0 )
m2c
+ r1
dσˆ(
3
S
[8]
1 )
m2c
. (2.10)
r0 and r1 changes slightly with rapidity interval but almost not changes with the
center-of-mass energy
√
S (see table I in ref. [13]). This makes it difficult to extract
three independent CO LDMEs by fitting helicity-summed yields data at hadron col-
liders. Instead, one is restricted to be able to extract two linear combinations of three
CO LDMEs within convincing precision. They are denoted as
M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
0,r0
≡ 〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(1S[8]0 )〉+ r0
〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(3P [8]0 )〉
m2c
, (2.11)
M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
1,r1
≡ 〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(3S[8]1 )〉+ r1
〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(3P [8]0 )〉
m2c
. (2.12)
Because dσˆ(
1
S
[8]
0 ) and dσˆ(
3
S
[8]
1 ) have mainly p
−6
T and p
−4
T behaviour respectively, values
of M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
0,r0
and M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
1,r1
can roughly indicate the relative importance of p−6T
and p−4T components. Using the Tevatron yields data [25, 26] with pT > 7GeV, they
are extracted as in ref. [8]
M
J/ψ
0,r0
= (7.4± 1.9)× 10−2GeV3, (2.13)
M
J/ψ
1,r1
= (0.05± 0.02)× 10−2GeV3, (2.14)
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with χ2/d.o.f. = 0.33 for J/ψ, and
M
ψ(2S)
0,r0
= (2.0± 0.6)× 10−2GeV3, (2.15)
M
ψ(2S)
1,r1
= (0.12± 0.03)× 10−2GeV3, (2.16)
with χ2/d.o.f. = 0.56 for ψ(2S), with r0 = 3.9 and r1 = −0.56. Inspired by the
recent work [11], we are also trying to see what happens if we enlarge the pT cutoff in
our fit. With CDF data only [25, 26], we found values of M
ψ(2S)
0,r0
and M
ψ(2S)
1,r1
can be
alternated by enlarging the pT cutoff as shown in table 3, while it is not the case for
J/ψ. When the cutoff is larger than 11GeV, we have relatively stable and minimal χ2
value for ψ(2S). We thus obtained another set of CO LDMEs for ψ(2S) by choosing
cutoff as pT = 11 GeV,
M
ψ(2S)
0,r0
= (3.82± 0.78)× 10−2GeV3, (2.17)
M
ψ(2S)
1,r1
= (0.059± 0.029)× 10−2GeV3. (2.18)
For simplification, we will call this set of CO LDMEs as “set II” in the remaining
context, while nothing will be labeled if we use the default one extracted from pT >
7GeV data in eqs. (2.15) and (2.16).
• The short-distance coefficient1 dσˆ11(3P [8]J ) has the similar decomposition but into
dσˆ11(
1
S
[8]
0 ) and dσˆ11(
3
S
[8]
1 ). The non-trivial thing is that coefficient of dσˆ11(
3
S
[8]
1 ) in
dσˆ11(
3
P
[8]
J ) decomposition is quite close to r1 in dσˆ(
3
P
[8]
J ) decomposition [6]. Hence, it
still does not help a lot to fix the three independent CO LDMEs by including polari-
sation data [6]. Moreover, the value of M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
1,r1
almost control the weight of trans-
verse component. The unpolarized data really require a (very) small M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
1,r1
.
• We assume that all of the CO LDMEs are positive [6], which is in contrast with
those given in refs. [5, 7] (see also refs. [27–29]).2 Since r1 in forward rapidity interval
is smaller than that in central rapidity interval [13], a positive 〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(3P [8]0 )〉
would imply that λθ in forward rapidity will be smaller than its value in the central
rapidity. We will see later that this conclusion is confirmed by LHC data. Further
more, in a recent study of J/ψ+ γ production [30], the authors found that positivity
of CO LDMEs are needed to guarantee a physical cross section, while the sets of
CO LDMEs in refs. [5, 7] result in unphysical negative cross section for J/ψ + γ
production at hadron colliders. It also supports our assumption.
Based on these reasons, we are trying to use only Tevatron yield data as input to give
all yields and polarisation predictions for prompt J/ψ and ψ(2S) production at hadron
1In this article, we only consider the helicity frame.
2Although the authors in ref. [7] used the same pT cut and included the feed-down contribution in
prompt J/ψ production, they tried to extract three independent CO LDMEs by including data in the
forward-rapidity region. However, due to the correlation between the decompositions in the central and
forward regions (see table I in ref. [13]), the uncertainties in the extracted three CO LDMEs might be
underestimated and they got negative CO LDMEs.
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colliders. We use values of M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
0,r0
and M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
1,r1
in this section and vary 0 ≤
〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(1S[8]0 )〉 ≤ MJ/ψ(ψ(2S))0,r0 to estimate the three CO LDMEs. This variation and
the errors in M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
0,r0
, M
J/ψ(ψ(2S))
1,r1
and 〈Oχc0(3S[8]1 )〉 will be considered as theoretical
uncertainties.
3 Prompt ψ(2S) yields and polarizations
In this section, we discuss the prompt ψ(2S) yields and polarisation at the Tevatron and
the LHC. Experimentally, people can reconstruct ψ(2S) via ψ(2S) → µ+µ− or ψ(2S) →
J/ψ(→ µ+µ−)pi+pi−. Unlike prompt J/ψ, there is no significant feeddown contribution to
prompt ψ(2S) production.
3.1 Yields
We update our numerical predictions for ψ(2S) yields at the Tevatron and the LHC as
several collaborations have released their prompt ψ(2S) yields measurements [26, 31–33]
in the past a few years. It is worthwhile to mention that one of the main uncertainty in
experimental measurement comes from the unknown spin-alignment. Hence, it would be
quite useful to give a theoretical prediction on polarisation, which will be presented in next
subsection. Our NLO NRQCD predictions for prompt ψ(2S) yields are shown in figure 1
(using default set of CO LDMEs) and figure 2 (using set II of CO LDMEs). Our theoretical
results are in good agreement with the experimental data at the LHC and Tevatron for
the regime pT > pT cut, where we use pT cut = 7GeV in default set and pT cut = 11GeV in
set II [ Strictly speaking, ATLAS large pT yields data favor our prediction of set II ]. In
the pT < pT cut regime, experimental data tell us that there might be a significant non-
perturbative smearing effect to violate the reliability of our fixed-order result. The error
bands in our results represent our theoretical uncertainties, which are dominated by the
uncertainties in CO LDMEs.
3.2 Polarizations
We are in the position to give the theoretical predictions of polarisation observable λθ for
prompt ψ(2S). We compare our NLO NRQCD results with the experimental data given
by CDF [34] and CMS [35] collaborations in figure 3 (using default set of CO LDMEs)
and figure 4 (using set II of CO LDMEs). As we discussed in section 2.2, a larger value of
M
ψ(2S)
1,r1
will result in a larger transverse component for prompt ψ(2S). Hence, using our
default set of CO LDMEs, the resulted λθ are much larger than the data (see figure 3),
while values of λθ calculated by using set II of CO LDMEs in figure 4 can marginally
describe the data. On the experimental side, there seems to be a little bit inconsistence
between the CDF [34] data and the CMS [35] data, and the error bars are large. Therefore,
a more precise measurement at the LHC is essential to clarify the difference in the future.
We would emphasize here that if we simply set M
ψ(2S)
1,r1
to be zero and only keep
1
S
[8]
0 ,
it will of course result in unpolarized results for any polarisation observables in any frame,
which is also noticed in refs. [8, 11].
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Figure 1. Comparison of NLO NRQCD (with the default set of CO LDMEs) and
CDF [26],CMS [31], LHCb [32] and ATLAS [33] data for prompt ψ(2S) yields.
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Figure 2. Comparison of NLO NRQCD (with the set II of CO LDMEs) and CDF [26],CMS [31],
LHCb [32] and ATLAS [33] data for prompt ψ(2S) yields.
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Figure 3. Comparison of NLO NRQCD (with the default set of CO LDMEs) and CDF [34],
CMS [35] and LHCb [36] data for prompt ψ(2S) polarisation λθ in helicity frame.
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Figure 4. Comparison of NLO NRQCD (with the set II of CO LDMEs) and CDF [34], CMS [35]
and LHCb [36] data for prompt ψ(2S) polarisation λθ in helicity frame.
4 Prompt J/ψ yields and polarizations
The prompt J/ψ production in hadronic collisions is more involved. It receives a signifi-
cant contribution from χcJ and ψ(2S) decay via χcJ → J/ψ + γ and ψ(2S) → J/ψ + X
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respectively, which is usually called the feeddown contribution. J/ψ can be reconstructed
quite well from its decay products, a muon pair. In our previous study [6], we did not
include feeddown contribution in our J/ψ yields and polarisation predictions. We found
there was still a parameter space for CO LDMEs to give an almost unpolarized theoreti-
cal prediction, though we were still unable to extract the three independent CO LDMEs
unambiguously. More precisely, we need a cancellation happens between the transverse
components of
3
S
[8]
1 and
3
P
[8]
J to give an unpolarized result, which happens to be equivalent
to need a (very) small M
J/ψ
1,r1
. Later, we also consider the impact of feeddown contribu-
tion from χcJ decay on our direct J/ψ polarisation [12, 16]. From eq. (C4) in ref. [12],
the feeddown contribution from χc1 for J/ψ polarisation is in the interval [−13 , 1], while
the feeddown contribution from χc2 is in the interval [−35 , 1], regardless of its production
mechanism.3 We showed that the smearing from feeddown contribution will not change
our result too much based on our direct J/ψ polarisation. Now, we are intending to give
a rigorous prediction for prompt J/ψ yields and polarisation after including the feeddown
contribution from χcJ and ψ(2S) decay. As we discussed in section 2.2, the LDMEs of
M
J/ψ
0,r0
and M
J/ψ
1,r1
are insensitive to the pT cut when pT cut > 7GeV. We will use the values
of M
J/ψ
0,r0
and M
J/ψ
1,r1
obtained from pT > 7GeV data only in this section.
4.1 Yields
In this subsection, we present the pT spectrum for prompt J/ψ yields. We show our NLO
NRQCD predictions for prompt J/ψ yields in figure 5. The experimental data are taken
from CDF [25], ATLAS [37], CMS [31] and LHCb [38]. Good agreement is found up to
70 GeV and in various rapidity bins.
In order to understand the fraction of feeddown contribution from χcJ to prompt J/ψ,
we also show the theoretical prediction for σ(χc→J/ψγ)σ(J/ψ) in figure 6 in the LHCb fiducial
region. The plot implies that the pT spectrum of prompt χc is harder than that of J/ψ,
which can be understood as χc has a stronger p
−4
T behaviour. In figure 7, we also show the
ratio R of prompt ψ(2S) yields and prompt J/ψ yields as defined in refs. [31, 32],
R ≡ σ(ψ(2S)→ µ
+µ−)
σ(J/ψ → µ+µ−) , (4.1)
which indicates the pT dependence of feeddown contribution from ψ(2S) in prompt J/ψ
yields. With the default set of CO LDMEs for ψ(2S), it increases as pT becomes larger
because of M
ψ(2S)
1,r1
/M
ψ(2S)
0,r0
> M
J/ψ
1,r1
/M
J/ψ
0,r0
. On the contrast, after using the new set II of
CO LMDEs for ψ(2S), the ratio R is flat in pT , which is easily understood because of a
smaller M
ψ(2S)
1,r1
/M
ψ(2S)
0,r0
. Finally, we divide the prompt J/ψ yields into direct J/ψ yields
and the feeddown J/ψ from χc and ψ(2S) decay in the second plot of figure 6. It shows
that the pT spectrum of feeddown J/ψ is harder than that of direct one.
Before going ahead into the discussion of the polarization case, we want to clarify that
only the ratio R is sensitive to different sets of CO LMDEs for ψ(2S) in this subsection,
while other differential distributions are not. It is just because the feed-down contribution
3The J/ψ polarisation λθ from scalar particle χc0 is always zero.
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Figure 5. Comparison of NLO NRQCD and CDF [25],ATLAS [37],CMS [31] and LHCb [38] data
for prompt J/ψ yields.
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Figure 6. Comparison of NLO NRQCD and LHCb [39] and CDF [25] data for J/ψ yields.
from ψ(2S) in prompt J/ψ production is indeed small. This fact has also been checked
numerically. It is also applicable to the polarization observable λθ for prompt J/ψ in the
next subsection. Hence, we will refrain ourselves from presenting the similar plots by using
the set II of CO LDMEs for ψ(2S) except the ratio R.
4.2 Polarizations
The polarisation for prompt J/ψ should be expected to be almost unpolarized because
a smaller M
J/ψ
1,r1
indicates a smaller transverse polarized component in prompt J/ψ. We
compare our NLO NRQCD results with CDF [34], CMS [35], LHCb [40] and ALICE [41]
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Figure 7. Comparison of NLO NRQCD and LHCb [32] and CMS [31] data for R. We use the
default set of CO LDMEs for ψ(2S) in the upper two panels, while the lower two panels are obtained
by using the set II of CO LDMEs for ψ(2S).
data in figure 8. λθ in different rapidity bins are close to 0, which is consistent with
our previous claim even after including feeddown contribution [6, 12]. Our results are in
rather good agreement with the measurements of CMS [35],4 LHCb [40] and ALICE [41]
collaborations, while it is not so good with CDF data [34]. However, it is worthwhile to note
that the CDF data is also inconsistent with the CMS data in the same rapidity interval.
Our positive LDMEs assumption is consistent with experiment that the LHCb data is
a little bit lower than the CMS data. As we have pointed out in section 2, positivity of
LDMEs implies that the λθ will be smaller in the forward rapidity bin than in the central
rapidity bin, based on the understanding that M
J/ψ
1,r1
is smaller when rapidity y is larger.
On the other hand, there are negative values of 〈OJ/ψ(3P [8]0 )〉 in the other two groups [5, 7].
They will give larger values of λθ in the forward rapidity bins, which will be in conflict
with the LHCb data.
5 Summary
With large samples of heavy quarkonium accumulated at the LHC, quarkonium physics
has reached the precision era even at large transverse momenta regime. In this article, we
4Although there seems to be some difference between our theoretical results and the current CMS
polarization data, we would like to mention that there are still some statistical fluctuations in the CMS
data themselves, such as shown in the last bins in |y| < 0.6 and 0.6 < |y| < 1.2 in figure 8.
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Figure 8. Comparison of NLO NRQCD and CDF [34],CMS [35], LHCb [40] and ALICE [41] data
for prompt J/ψ polarisation λθ in helicity frame. The ALICE [41] data is for the inclusive J/ψ.
present a comprehensive analysis for prompt J/ψ and ψ(2S) produced at the Tevatron and
the LHC within NRQCD. For prompt J/ψ, we have taken feeddown contributions from
χcJ(J = 0, 1, 2) and ψ(2S) into account. Short-distance coefficients for all important CO
Fock states are computed up to O(α4S), i.e. at NLO in αS . Color-singlet LDMEs of J/ψ,
χcJ and ψ(2S) are estimated by using potential model [22], while CO LDMEs are esti-
mated by fitting experimental data. For χcJ(J = 0, 1, 2), there is only one independent CO
LDME 〈Oχc0(3S[8]1 )〉. Its value can be fixed by fitting the Tevatron data σ(χc2→J/ψγ)σ(χc1→J/ψγ) [23]
as done in ref. [14]. For J/ψ or ψ(2S), there are three independent CO LDMEs, i.e.
〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(1S[8]0 )〉, 〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(3S[8]1 )〉 and 〈OJ/ψ(ψ(2S))(3P [8]0 )〉. From the decomposition
of short-distance coefficients for
3
P
[8]
J , we understand that it is difficult to extract the
three independent CO LDMEs from the hadronic data even after including polarisation
data. What we can determine unambiguously is two linear combinations of these three CO
LDMEs. Their values were already extracted in refs. [8, 13] with pT cut = 7GeV. However,
we still need three CO LDMEs instead of two linear combinations to predict the yields and
polarizations for prompt J/ψ and ψ(2S) in various rapidity regions. We assume all CO
LDMEs are of positive signs, which are in contrast to other groups’ assumptions [5, 7]. The
result obtained under our assumption is consistent with the observed relative magnitudes
of polarization in the forward rapidity interval and in the central rapidity interval. Based
on our assumption, we can provide more satisfactory predictions of both yields and polar-
izations λθ in the helicity frame for prompt J/ψ, which is almost unpolarized at hadron
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colliders. But we are unable to explain the polarization of prompt ψ(2S) based on the
old fit in refs. [8]. We thus checked the ψ(2S) data and performed a new fit to the Teva-
tron data with pT cut = 11GeV, which gives a better description for the polarization data
of ψ(2S).
However, on the theoretical side, it is still needed to understand why we have to use
such a large pT cutoff, which is much larger than the quarkonium mass. It might be possi-
ble that the NRQCD factorization formula may not be applicable if pT is not large enough,
which were also pointed out by the authors in refs. [10, 11]. Recently, it was found that the
J/ψ production in small pT region may be described by a CGC+NRQCD formalism [42].
In a moderate pT region, say pT ∼ 5− 7GeV, the CGC+NRQCD results match smoothly
to our NLO NRQCD results [42], and thus the J/ψ production in the whole pT region
may be described. It will be interesting to see whether the ψ(2S) production in small and
moderate pT region can be described in the same way. In recent years, several other efforts
are made by people to understand the quarkonium production mechanism, including the
relativistic corrections [43, 44], the small pT regime resummation [45], and the large pT
regime factorization and resummation [9, 10, 46–52]. These works will provide more pre-
cise predictions for the quantitative understanding of quarkonium production. Moreover,
other quarkonium associated production processes (e.g. double J/ψ production [53–55])
and/or other observables (e.g. fragmenting jet functions [56]) may also reveal the quarko-
nium production mechanism at the LHC in the future. On the experiment side, more
precise measurements on the yields and especially the polarizations of heavy quarkonia are
definitely needed to further clarify the present issues in quarkonium production.
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